Issues in the delivery of dermatologic surgery for skin cancer.
Significant financial resources need to be dedicated to treating the large numbers of skin cancers in the United States. The goal of the surgical treatment of skin cancer is to provide a high cure rate in a manner that is minimally morbid, convenient, and inherently of high value. Cost-effective delivery of this skin cancer care is critical given the prevalence of cutaneous neoplasia. Dermatologists are the best-trained physicians in the identification and management of melanoma and NMSCs. They are the most highly skilled judges of when intervention is indicated, of which lesions warrant biopsy, and of which treatment techniques are applicable for each individual tumor. These skills take years to develop and are necessary to provide the highest standard of medical and surgical management of skin cancer. As dermatologic surgery continues to evolve and dermatologists in residency receive even more surgical training, the dermatologist will prove to be the surgical skin cancer specialist well into the new millennium.